papers, datasets)." Research about social media has also attained considerable popularity over the past decade. To date, based on PubMed, more than two thousand articles about Twitter (or using it for research) have been published, with more than one-half produced in the past 3 years.
Authors and editors share a keen, naturalistic interest in maximizing the exposure of new discoveries; they both want work that they publish to be discussed and cited by as many readers as possible. To this end, in this editorial we discuss the procedures and progress of social media optimization (SMO) for the Research hence there are no barriers to visibility of the content by traditional searching methods. 3 We want RPTH to be visible in other ways to expand the reach of our authors. We take pride in embodying the core competencies of social media-Credibility, Readability, Openaccess, Visibility, Visual appeal, Discoverability, and Spreadability ("CROWDS") ( Figure 1 ). In alignment with this, we deploy the following SMO tactics to maximize the exposure of RPTH articles on Twitter. 
We hold Twitter polls on trending topics or novel findings to
gather opinions and interact with the community. This is also a learning tool-a quiz, if you will-to test your recollection of recently published articles. Score, from one of our more popular articles, 5 is shown in Figure 3 .
Via this #RPTHEditorial we invite readers to join Twitter and follow @RPTHJournal to access the latest science. We recommend that you follow @JTHJournal, @ISTH, and @WorldThrombosisDay to increase your awareness of other ISTH activities; also follow your other favorite journals to join the conversation (they all have Twitter accounts). Your professional network will grow as well if you are active (but that's a topic for a future editorial). The RPTH editors welcome your input and queries at @RPTHJournal or the old fashioned way-by email. 
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